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Abstract. Since tht: kvord problem fo - I-hue systems ({‘as proved to nr undecidable by Post and 
,1larhov in the lY-40’~. there hax bee 1 wme interest in developing condltionc under which the 
sword prohlcm is decidable. 
At present it is possible to decide w-nether a fink Thue system is almnqt-confluent or Church- 
Rower. but testing for prcperfectness has been an open problem for years. Here we prove this 
to be undecidable. 
Introduction 
Thue systems are string replacement systems that present m,\noids. Since the 
word problem for them was proved to be undecidable (by Post and Markov in the 
1940’s) there has been some interest in developing conditions under which the word 
problem is decidable. This was initiated by Nivat and his colleagues in the late 
1 !.W?‘s (see Berstel [ I]) and a considerable amount of work has been done in recent 
years by Book [2,3] and O’Dunlaing [S]. A hierarchy of three has been defined: 
Church-Rosser systems are properly included in almost-confluent systems, which 
are properly included in preperfect systems. 
Deciding whether a finite Thue system is almost-confluent is feasible and deciding 
whether it is Church-Rosser is tractable (Book and O’Dunlaing [4]). nut testing 
for preperfectness has been an open problem for several years. Here we prove that 
it is undecidable. 
1. Definitions and basic results 
If c is a finite alphabet, then ,V* is the free monoid with identity h (the null 
string) generated by &. V The length of a string w is denoted by 1 WI. We use numerical 
superscripts to abbreviate ctrings: e.g., b’ means bbhb. 
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A Thue system T on a finite alphabet C is a subset of C* X Z*. If this subset is 
finite, we say the Thue system is finite. (Our proof will show that the preperfectness 
of finite Thue systems is undecidable.) Each pair in T is called a relation or a rule. 
The Thue congruence generated by T is the reflexive, transitive closure t*F of the 
relation c-) le defined as follows: for any u, u such that (u, u) E T or (u, u) E T and 
for any X, y, xuy fsTxuy. Two strings w, z are congruent modufo T if w c*$ z. The 
word problem for T is to design a procedure to decide when two strings are congruent 
modulo T. 
Consider a Thue system T. Given x w7. y, we write 
0-G ~+--+~.y if Ixl+i, 
(c) x H.[-y if 1x1 = Iyl. 
The reflexive transitive closure of + I‘ (Hr., ++ 7 ) is denoted by -** (respectively, 
H'f , ++lf.). (Whenever possible the subscript T will be omitted.) 
A transformation s +* y is called a reduction. Here x is an ancestor of y and y 
is a descerldant of x. A string is irreducible if it has no descendant except itself. 
A relation (11, U) E T is called a length-reaking rule if 1111 f Iv[, and is represented 
in this paper often as 14 -+ t‘ or u -+ u as the case may k. If Iu~= 1~1. then it is a 
length-preserving rule and is represented as II H c 
A senzi-The system (as opposed to a Thue system) is a unidirectional string- 
replacement system. It is a set of rewrite rules that art‘ oriented: rewriting can take 
place only along the oriented direction. 
Theorem 1.1 (Coclw ;md Nivat [ 51). A T/we .sy.s~err~ 7’ is qlf~~si-Iqfi~c*t if‘ ar:d arrly 
if’ it is pqqfect. 
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To prove the ‘if’ part, assume the contrary. Let w be a shortest string such that 
there exist x, y where w -T x, w -F y and x and y are not resolvable. Let 1 WI = n. 
Note that if either l.xl= 1 WI or Iyi = I w , t 1 h en x and y would be rebolvable. Hence, 
Ixl<IwIandlyl<IwI.Th f ere ore, there must be some applications of length-reducing 
rules in each transformation. Let x,, y, be such that 
Now (x,; up 141,,.-l.. . . , Ul, w, Of,. . . , u,; y,) is a z-situation. Therefore, there is a 
zl such that y, L-+* tl and xl +b* q. 
But 1.q 1~ n ;md,, hence, xl H* x and xl M* zI imply that there is a q such that 
x -* Z-J and zl H” q. Similarly, lyl/ =C n and y, H* zI +-+* z2, y, ++* y imply there is 
a q such that tlw” z3 and yk* z3. Since .I** z?+-+* tj, this contradicts our assump- 
tion that .I- and y ar-e not resolvable. Cl 
Littear bounded automata 
The reader is assumeid to be familiar with the notion of Turing machine and its 
notation. for example, given by Hopcroft and Ullman [6]. 
A liwar bounded ar4tonzaton (LBA) is P. Turing machine with the restriction that 
the machine has access only to the portion of the tape containing the input string 
X, plus. the two tape squares holding the unerasabfe end markers # and S. An LBA 
is usually denoted by the 8-tuple (0, 2, W, 8, qo, #, $, F) where 0 is the set of states, 
z‘ the input alphabet, W the working alphabet C 2 s W), q. the initial state, # and 
$ the left and right end markers, F the set of final states, and S the transition 
function. which is a mapping from Q X W to Q X W x { L, S, R}. Here L mealIs 
‘move to the left’, R ‘move to the right’ and S ‘stay at the same place’. A deternzinisric 
LBA (DLBA) is one in which there is at most one move for every state-symbol 
pair. The langunge L(M) accepted by a DLBA M is defined as 
{ w E ,r* ) (I,,$ M’$ I-- T, q/3 for some a, p E W* and for some q E F}. 
Theorem 1.3 (Hopcroft and Ullman [ci]). It is undecidable whether a language 
cwepted by a DL BA is empty. 
We close this section by giving an informal account of our proof of the undecidabil- 
ity of the preperfectness of Thue systems. It can clearly be seen that the power of 
preperfectncss consists in the ability to mix applications of length-preserving and 
length-reducing rules. (Contrast this with the notion of almost-confluence [2] where 
length-preserving rules can be applied only at the end.) Thus. the notion of linear- 
bounded automaton springs to mind, since computations of an LBA on a given 
input can be simulated by using only length-preserving rules. Thus, we can construct 
a Thue system with length-preserving rules to simulate a given DLBA. 
With the idea of translating the well-known u :decidable problem of Theorem 
I .3 to the domain of Thue systems, we augment our Thue system with rules providing 
for two distinct series of reductions. stemming respectively from initial and accepting 
configurations, such that the reductions do not lead to strings that are resolvable. 
Hen& the Thue system (as constructed) fails to be preperfect if and only if the 
given DLRA has a nonempty language. Our construction, therefore, constitutes a 
proof that, since the emptiness problem for DLBA’s is undecidable, the prepcrfect- 
ness problem:for Thue systems is undecidable. 
2. The construction 
From S, the semi-Thue system, we construct the Thue system T, by making all 
rules bidirectional. Note that all rules in r, are length-preserving. 
Lemma 2. For all w, wp E W”, Qq,,w$ H$., # w’q$G if and only if #qow$ S: # w’qr$. 
Proof. The ‘if’ part is obvious. 
For the ‘only if’ part we note that if upI t+, w,, then either w, + wz or wL! + wI 
Sirvx !kc !_,RA is deterministic, W, + w, and wI + wi imply that w2 = wi. 
Suppose we have 
Clearly, tic1 + LY I al,\d CV,, , 3 cy,,. Let j be the largest integer such that not cy, =+ a,+ 1 
(jSrt-- 2). It folio\q*s that CY,+ I 3 a, and cy,+ I =+ a,+ ?. Thus, cy, = cy,, 7, showing that 
U, and (Y, , l can be 4iminatcd from the sequence. 
Doing this repcat4y we get the sequence (Y() = cu[, H a; H - * - t---i a;’ = cy,, l+,here, 
We note that Lemma 2 would not follow from Lemma 1 without the stipulation 
that th.: i!Y. is deterministic. The proof of Lemma 2 is a familiar train of thought 
to those who remember the reduction of the halting problem of Turing machines 
to the word problem of semigroups (see, e.g . [7. p. MS]). 
We nest form the semi-Th;;z system T,,? with a new symbol K and with the 
product io!is 
Form the Thue system 7’ having all the rules of 7’,, T, and also the following 
Icngt h-reducing rub: 
MC5 + r3$, xq, s + zs. 
scs -+ CVS, xzs + 2s 
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for all x& {#, $, 2, (b}. 8 and 2 are new symbols that have not been introduced 
beiore. They do not interact with one another, ancl act merely as algebraic zeroes. 
Note that T is a finite Thue system. We shall prove that the nonemptiness of the 
language of the original DLBA is reducible to the preperfectness of T. 
The following observations can be made now: (I) The symbols Q and $ are 
immovable by the length-preserving rules introduced so far. Therefore, they act as 
‘boundaries’ across which there can be no interaction. (2) fl and Z do not appear 
in any length-preserving rules, and hence are ‘inert’ as far as those iules are 
concerned. 
We now prove the following lemma so that the original motivation is not lost 
track of. 
Prsof. The ‘if’ part follows from Lemma 1. 
7’0 prove the ‘only if’ part it is enough to show the esistencc of a \Q such that 
4yo~q $ t---IT, # w;q, $ for some M(. 
Now assume that there is an x E 2:‘: such that 
3. ‘ho more lemmas 
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only if there is a w such that 
(i.e., if am-i only if L(!U) f CU. 
Proof. The ‘if’ part is obvious. 
To prove the ‘only if’ part, assume the contrary. Let x’ be a string of minimal 
length having an s” such tha! #x’q,!% H: $x”KK 3, in spite of L(M) being empty. 
Let #x’q,$ I+* ctx”KK S in k steps and assume there does not exist any y” such that 
Qx’q&$ H* @‘WC $ in less than k steps. Let [#x’q,$I = p + 1. 
Now since no O-symbol can ‘move across’ K, the only way for qf to reach the 
Pth position is to re,move all the K’s at the right end. Let X” = x”‘aK ” where a f K ; 
i.e.. $s”KK $ = #x”‘trK “+ ?L Now consider the K next to the “a” shown, i.e., in the 
t p - A- 1 )st position. To remove that K, a transformation like Kb t-i KK will not 
do. since this Itxtves one K (the one to the left) intact. There are only two possibilities 
that remain: 
(i) Somehow bring a K to the ( p - II - 2)nd position (the position now occupied 
by the “a”). This can be done in two ways. 
(a) Bv the rule Ka H KK. That is. x”‘= yK for some y E ( W u Qu {K})* anci 
,y”“r = yJh :-I yk’k’. from which WC get x”= _vKaK ‘I l-l yK’? But this means that 
there exists a shorter transformation sequence for ~-u’qjS (from q!x’qS to QyK” “9 
(l-v By the rule $q,,a t-i fq,,K (i.e., x” = qo). We then get 
But this :tgGn givpes a shorter transform;k~n sequence, namely, 
(ii) Remove the K using the rule $q,,K l-i $q,,b. This can be done only if x”’ = A 
and c1 = y,,: i,c., s” = q,,K ‘I. But then, by Lemma 4. there is an x E: I* such that 
Since 3q,,.uS l--i: Qx’q, S implies L( AI) is not empty, we arc done. c] 
Proof. ‘The ‘if’ part follows from Lemma 6. 
To prove the ‘only if’ part, assume the contrary. Let yi be a string of minimai 
length having y I v such that that y’,q,$H~ y’,‘KK $, in spite of L(M) being empty. 
Let y;q, S k-4”; f,‘KK S in k steps and assume this is the shortest transformation 
sequence for 1:;. (That is, there is no p such that y’,q$ H’ PKK$ in less than k 
step4 Let 1~; 4, SI = p + 1. We must consider several cases. 
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Case 1. yi (and hence yy) does not contain #. N e prove the untenability of this 
case in a manner similar to the proof of Lemma 6. Since the state symbols cannot 
‘move across’ K, the only way to bring qr to the pth position is to remove all the 
K’s at the right end. Let y’; = y;I,.K”, where y;” does not end with a K. Consider 
the K in the (p-rz - 1)st position (as in the proof of Lemma 6). The only way to 
remove that K is to bring a K to the (p- n - 2)nd using a rule of the form Ku H KK. 
(Note that #q,,a H $q(,K cannot be used here, since there are no 4’s around.) But 
since this can be done independent of the string remaining to the right, the entire 
transformation can be shortened. 
Case 2. y; contains a Q. Let us consider the rightmost # occurring in y;. Thus, 
let .V; = x#yi$ where yi does not contain #. Now two subcases are to be considered: 
(a) x = A. This has been covered by Lemma 6. 
lb) .I- f A. Here we have to make use of the fact that Q is immovable and kert. 
Since neither K nor any Q-symbol interacts with #, there must exist an A-’ such that 
and 
md we have a contradiction. 17 
4. The reduction of DLRA emptiness to preperfectness 
Proof. In the light of Lemma 8 it is enough if we focus our attention on words 
having a single maximal section. Let (xl; wl. w2, . . . , wk+ I ; x2) be a shortest 7~- 
situation (i.e., the smallest k) that is not resolvable. Since no reductions c.m be 
done in the absence of the S symbol, w, = u,$, for all i, where uj does not contain 
S. There are two main cases to be considered. 
Case 1. wI does not contain k9 or Z. Then neither does Q+~. We consider the 
two reductions wI --, xl and cvk, I + x2. 
Subcaw (a). w1 = w&S, M’~ + I = wi+,KK S for some IV;, wl+, Since neither WY; 
nor Iv:+ l contains CI), Z or §, bv)I, w;‘+, E ( W u @A{#, K ))*. But, by Lemma 7, this 
implies L( M) + kl nnd we arrive at a contradiction. 
Srrbcme (b). w, = rv; aq, S. M’/, i I = w~;,,bq,Sfora,h~{P,S}.Asbefors, w;, w~+,E 
( U’u 0~ (qt. K})* siind Q can appear only at the extreme left. Now A-~ = w’,ZS, 
A-2 = \r;, ,ZS and it !s easy to see that both reduce to ZS (or $Z$ if $ appears at 
the left). since Z act!! as a left-annihilator for al! symbols except $. S, 2 and 44. 
S1lbCII.W (c). M’, = \qiKS. M’k + [ = rv;, 1 KM. Then _Y, = ~;(l$, x2 = MI:+ ,(/3$ and 
the proof is similar to that of Subcase (b) except that, here, it is k3 which acts as a 
I~ft-;innillilator. 
c&W 2. W, contains (3 or Z or both. Then so does M’~ A ,. Let W, = zil du,S where 
ti E (0. AT; :!r?(~ +E ( W’U QJ{$. A’})‘“. Then q,+ I = c,cIz’~S, C+ ( Wu Ou{$. k’})‘. 
WC ha\.; 11, l--i* tTl and II~$ H* c,S, kince t-,oth C? and Z are inert symbols as far as 
length-preserving rules are concerned. 
SU~CCW (a). II? f A. !<ince very reduction involves S, both 143 and ~$3 must he 
rcduci ble here. Put 
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Proof. The ‘if’ part is established by Lemma 9. 
For the ‘only if’ part, if w E L(M), then $qOw$H$ $w’q&i by Lemma 2, and 
$q(,w$ or #q&i”‘$ by Lemma 4. Now, applying the length-reducing rules, 
$!? w’q$ -+* $fzs, since w’ E W”, and #q& ‘“I!$ +* #8$. It is clear that $Z$ and Q&3$ 
are not resolvable. Cl 
We have shown how to reduce the empty LBA problem (known to be undecidable) 
to the preperfectness problem. Hence we have the following. 
MAIN THEOKEM. 
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